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OF HOMEOMORPHISMS
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Results

l. The aim of this paper is to prove a modification of Theorem 2.4 of Yäisälä

[5], and to prove, using this modification, the LIP hauptvermutung for n<3.

This paper is directly based on Väisälä [5]. We assume the knowledge of [5]
(only Sections 1 and 2 are needed) and use freely its definitions and notations.

Let f: X*Y be a map between metric spaces and let x€X. We say that f
is locally bilipschitz at x if there is a neighbourhood [/ of x such that flu is a homeo-

morphism U*f(U) with bilip {flu)--. If AcX, we say that f is locally bilip'
schitz in A if f is locally bilipschitz at x for every x(4.

2. We begin by proving (cf. Theorem 2.4 of [5] and Theorem 3 below).

Theorem l. Let n<3 and e>0. Let f: I"*R" be an embedding. Then there

is an embedding f*: In*N such thqt

(1) f"l\I" :f 101",

(2) t*lint I' is PL,

(3) ll/*-/ll - e.

Inaddition,assumethatf islocallybilipschitzinaclosedset Cc|I". Then wemay

assume that f* is locally bilipschitz in C.

Thus /*, being PL in int 1n, is locally bilipschitz in C u int 1'. This observation

is crucial for the following LIP hauptvermutung for n<3:

Theorem 2. Let n<3 and let f: M*N be a homeomorphism between two

LIP n-manffolds. Let e: M*(0, *) be continuous. Then there is a lipeomorphism

g: M*N such that d(f(*),g(x))=s(x) for x€M. Here d is the metric of N.

In addition, if flu is a lipeomorphismfor some open set UcM and if CcU is

closed, we may assume flc:glC.
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since every paracompact re-manifold, il<3, has a pl-structure which induces
on it a LlP-structure, Theorem 2 has the following

corollary. Euery LrP n-manifold, n<3, is lipeomorphic to a pL manfotd.

This was proved in [5] for n=2 by a different method (Theorem 3.g) and the
LIP hauptvermutung was obtained as a corollary for n:2.

Finally we show, using Theorem2, that a slightly rnore general version of
Theorem I is true:

Theorem 3. Let n, e, and f be as in Theorem l. Then we may qssume that f*
of Theorem I is locally bilipschitz at all points of 01" where f is locally bilipschitz.

since Theorem I seems quite satisfactory for most purposes, our proof of
Theorem 3 is rather sketchy.

3. The idea underlying Theorem 2 was used in sorvari [3, Theorem 2.1] to
show that if two compact Riemann surfaces are homeomorphic, then there is a
quasiconformal homeomorphism between them. The proof was based on Riemann,s
mapping theorem and the Beurling-Ahlfors extension of a homeomorphism/: R*A
to a homeomorphism F of U:{z(C: lmz>0}. If/is quasisymmetric, F is quasi-
conformal, but in any case -F is locally quasiconformal. originally, the idea was due
to O. Lehto.

4. Quasiconformal versions of the above theorems can most probably be proved
by the same method.

5. I wish to thank J. Luukkainen and J. Väisälä for pointing out errors in the
earlier versions of this paper.

6. sullivan [4] has proved the LIp hauptvermutung for nl4. His methods
are much more advanced than ours, which are quite elementary, although our
proofs are unduly complicated. ln addition to the results of [5] already mentioned,
the LIP hauptvermutung was proved in Luukkainen-väisälä [], section g] for a
space homeomorphic either to i?o, S,, or 1, with some restrictions on r.

Proofs

We assume n:2 or n:3 since proofs are trivial if n:1.
7. we begin by establishing a lemma needed in the proofs of rheorems I

and 3.

Let Ro:Ja and Ro:Iu\intI'(1 -2'-ol3), A>1. Then, if k>1, Ro is a ring-
like subset of 1' and we obtain ,Ro*, from Ro by dividing Äo into two rings and
discarding the inner one. There is a natural way of dividing Ro into cubes of side
length ,z-tcp if k>l and of length 2 if k:0 in such a way that, for each cube e,
Qaintl" is a union of cubes of K (cf. the figure in [5]). we denote the family of
these cubes into which we have divided each _rRo by Ro, k=0.
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Let M be an n-submanifold of 1'. We say that M is of finite K'type if M a int I'
is a union of cubes of K and if there is k=0 such that M n Ro is a union of cubes

of Ko. Therefore M is a finite union of cubes of KvKo for sufficientlybigk.Let
F be a family of subsets of 1'and XcI". We often need to consider a family of
sets of the form {SeF: ^§cX} which we therefore denote by frlx.

Lemma. Let Cc|I" be compact and contained in some face F of I" or let

C:DI,. Then there is a sequenc€ Mo:fnzMr=Mr=... of submanifulds of I'
that are of finite K-type such that:

(i) O,=o Mi:C.
(ii) M,*rcintM, (intis relatiue to I'), i>0.

(iii) cl (|M,nirfi I")nC:O for i>0.

(iv) Each M, is a union of cubes Qe Xtgl:1Q(Ri: Q n F*0) for some i>0,
or, if C:01n, Mi:Ri.

(v) Let X be either Mror cl (M\M,*J for some i>-0. Thenthereis aparti-
tion Kr(X)v...v K^(X) of KIX (m depends on X) such that if I(J(D:I(i(X)v...
vK,(x), F,(x): uK,*(x) and Pn(x):2I"aartF,-r(x) for QeK,(x) (cf'15,

2.7)), then the conditions (l)-(3) of 15, 2.7) remain true after the substitutions

K,-K,(X) and Pn+Pn(X).

(vi) Let X be cl (M,\M,+J for some i>0. Let K;(X):Kl(cl(M,-\M,)u
cl (M,+r\M,*r)) (rf i:0, M-t:b). Then there is a partition Ki6)v...v K'-,lX)
of KIX (m'dependsonX) suchthatif Kl*(X1:t1;1X)u.'.u K:(X), F',(X):r-111;"1y1

and P',(X):2I"nantFl-r(x) for QCK:(X), thenthe conditions (l)-(3) for r=l
of 15,i.llremain true after the substitution 1{*Ki(X1 and Pn*P'o(X).

Proof. lt is easy to see that we can find a sequence Mo=Mr:... satisfying

conditions (i)-(iv). In (v) and (vi) we need not care about the condition (3) of

15, 2.77 since if we can find f,(x) and Ki$) that satisfv (l) and (2) we can always

have (3) by further partitioning of the families Kt(X) and Ki6),i>1. Also, we

assume n:3 since the proof is much simpler if n:2.
First we note the following fact. Let Ibe either a cube Q€Rr, />0, or of the

rorm cl(o\(u &(r») or cl(Q\Ru) where Q€R, and k>1. Then KrlY, ..., K.lY
is a partition of KIY satisfying conditions (l) and (2) of [5, 2.7], modified as in (v).

This fact is fundamental to our proof of (v) and (vi).

The manifold X is a finite union (vKäv(;vK!) where K{:Kk@)lX (if
c:\r", Kl:Rolx) and K!:{cl(O\(r&(r,))): Qex,@1}lx (ir c:al", K!:
{cl(Q\,R): Q<Kr]) for some k>l>O (or k:0 ar,d K{:g). We show that

we can arrange the elements of Kiv X! in a sequence, Klv K!:{Qo, ..., Q"-r\,
in such a way that if

(x) K,**,(X): Kil% (K: Krv ...v Ky),
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then Kr(X), ...,K,u(X) is a partition of KIX satisfying (v). In fact,it sufrces for
this that the sequence {Qo,...,Q"-r) satisfies the following condition, analogous
to (2) of 15, 2.71.

(x x) For r=r, UI=o Q, is an n-manifold and e,^ (U;=-å O) it an (n-t)-
manifuld, and Ki:{Qo,...,Qr} .for some t>--1.

lf C:01", X:Rt or X:cl(Rr\R,+J for some />0, and it is easy to see

that there is a sequence {Q0,..,, Q"_r) satisfying (x x). Therefore we now assume
that C is contained in some face F of 1".

The family K*(F), which contains Ki, forms a two-dimensional lattice, and
we denote by Qli the element in i-th row andT-th column. In like manner, Kf is con-
tained in {cl (O.1(r&(r\): Q<K,(F)} which forms a two-dimensional lattice.
Denote bv Q?i the element in i-th row andT-th column. we can define a linear order
in Ki,v x{ by

(a) Qli=Q,Y., if k=k' or if k:k' and i<i',
(b) Qli=Qb if j=j' unless Q!_r,,+X and e!-r,,,cX in which cqse

Qb'Q!i.
Now we can enumerate Klv K{ as {Qo, ..., Q"_r) in such a way that ei-ei

if and only if i<j. It is a straightforward verification that (x x) is true. Consequently
(x) defines a partition of KIX satisfying (v).

The proof of (vi) is similar. We use the above notation and again enumerate
KivRii as {Qo,...,Q,-r) in such a way that the right handside of (x) defines a
partition K;(X),...,K!*(X) of KIX satisfying (vi). For this it is sufficient that
(x x x) is true where Q-r: F;(X): v K[(X):

(x x x) For r<s, UI=_, e, is an n-manifuld and e,a(U;=-i, e,) is an (r-1)-
manifold, and Ki:{Qn,...,Qr} for some t=-1.

As above, we define a linear order in firv K{ by

(a') Qli=QYi, if k>k' or if k:k' and i<i',
(b') Qli-Qfu if i<i' unless Q!+r.icx qnd Q!*r,i,(x in which case

Qb=Q!i-

Conclusion is as above.

8. Proof of Theorem 1. We can assume that either C:01" or that C is con-
tained in some face F of 1'. Otherwise, if Cl|I", there is a pL homeomorphism
h: l"-P such that h(C)cf' and we replace/by fp-r.

In these circumstances we can use the above lemma. Let Mr=Mr=... be
the sequence of the lemma. We use only the portion Mo=Mr=Mr=M, of the
sequence and assume that flM, is a lipeomorphism. Then we find a partition
Kr(M), ..., K-(M") of KlM, as in (v) of the lemma. Define numbers är=...=ä.
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as in [5, 2.8] with L-bilip (f lMr) and
true after the substitutions, when t'=0,

Now Lemma 2.9 of [5] remains

Z - bilip (f lMr), M + r,n, F,* F,(M"), K{ - K!(Ms), t- t',

even if the assumption that/is a lipeomorphism l"*f(l") of Lemma 2.9 is weakened
into the assumption that bilip (flM)=-.

Once this modification of Lemma 2.9 of [5] is proved, one can show as in 2.10

of [5], if e'>0 is given:

There is an embedding fr: Mr*N such that
(i) frlM u n 97" : flM, o 01",

(ii) llÅ(x)-/(x)ll=e').a if Q<K and x(QcM,,
(iit) fslMsn int 1n ,s PL,
(iv) /l rs locally bilipschitz at points of C.

The next step is to consider the set Mi:cl (MNMr):cl (I'\Mr). Let
e" : Mi-10, -) be a continuous function such that e"(x)=O if x€M{ n int In. Then
we have:

There is an embedding f{: tut[*N such that

0 I;IM; n6J" :flM[ n01",

(i0 llfi@)-f (x)ll = e"(x) if xQ M6,

(iii') filM; n intl' ,s PL.

This follows e.g. from Theorem 1 of Moise [2, Section 36]. (If this Theorem is used
it is better first to seek an approximation for ,f |(I'\MJ and then restrict itto M().

We finish the proof by glueingf, andf{ together by finding a function f{: M{:
cl (,Mr\Mr)*.R' such that

(i") fr,fi and li define together an embedding f" * N,
(i0 f;lMi n 6J" :f lM[ a01",

(iii") llf{(x)-/(x)ll = e if x€Mi,
(iv") filM{ nint I" is PL.

If we have found such a function f{, then f*:fivflvf, satisfies the conditions
of Theorem l, provided that e' and e" are sufficiently small.

Since flM, is a lipeomorphism we can again use the construction of 15,2.lll
to prove the existence of such/. Let K[(M[) be as in (vi) of the above lemma and
let Ki(M[),...,K;,(M;) be the partition of KIM', in (vi) of the lemma. Since
bilip(flMr)=.€ we can apply Lemma2.6 of [5] and find numbers äo=...56^,
as in 2.8, with Z:bilip (flMr). Now, assuming that e' and e" are sufficiently small,
we can extend f{ v f, (which is defined in a set containing F;(M;)) first to Fi(M;),
then to F;(M;),... , and finally to F;,(M;) as in [5, 2.11]. Notice that the situation
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is now simpler since we do not require (i) of Lemma2.9, (ii) being sufficient. As in
2.lO,it is shown that we obtain in this manner an embeddinCfl: Ml-p (which

need not be a LIP embedding) satisfying (i")-(iv").

9. Proof of Theorem2. We can assume e to be chosen in such a way that, for
each x(M, the set {yclf, d(y,f(x))=e(x)} is contained in a set lipeomorphic

such that { is locally finite in M, v{cM\C, and u {intV: V({}=M\U.
There are also continuous functions 4r: M*(0, *), O=i<k, where k depends only
on n, such that:

(l) ryo* ... *4y-1a41,: e.

(2) If x(|V, Yetr x has a neighbourhood U* such that (U,, U*n|V) rs

lipeomorphic to (N, N-r) or to (R"*, Ri- r), according to whether x{OM or x€|M.
(3) There is a partition 'fi, ...,'fi of{ such that each ( consists of disioint balls.
(4) Let V€"/r and x(Y. Then diamf(V)=ry0@).
(5) If V</' and i<k, 3(max,.r4,(x))=min,<v4i+r(x).

It is not difficult to see that there is such a family { and such functions 4,.
We give only some hints for (3). Choose first an open cover all of M\U such that
the elements of Ql have a sufficiently small diameter. In addition we assume that
% is locally finite and that there is a partitiorr 411,...,%n+r of all such that each

4/, consists of disjoint sets and that u %, is lipeomorphic to an open subset of R!.
We can also assume that there is a cover q1':{Cr: YQI\ of M\U whose ele-

ments are compact sets with CrcV. Let C.:v{Cn: V(lt}. Since now aneigh-
bourhood of C, is lipeomorphic to an open subset of Ri, we can find a locally
finite (in M) cover {'i of C, such that the elements of ^/"i are closed LIP n-balls (with
w{intV: V€/.tl=Cr) and such that there is a partition \i-r.t@+t)+r,...,4@+r)
of '/ri where each { consists of disjoint n-balls. Then /':'/1v...v\nar1, is

the desired cover of M\U. This construction gives k:(n* l)'z but most certainly
we could have k:n*|.

We can also find for each V("/. a closed LIP n-ball Wrcint Z such that

{intWr: V({\ still covers M\U. Let V*cU be some closed set such that

{intV*\v{intWr: I/€{} is a cover of M. (Then int Y*)C.) Let '%:{V*\
and set Wr*:V*.

We prove Theorem 2 by showing:

There is a sequence f:fo,fr,...,f* of homeomorphisms M-N such that:

(i) Each f, is locally bilipschitz in v {Wy: V(fi with j = i).
(ii) diamf,(Y) =tl,@) il x€V({, 0 = i = k.

(iii) d(f,(x), ft-r(l) = qi-Jx) Io, x( M and o - i = k.

(iv) If x€ M\(v fi), I{x) : frr@) for 0 = i = k.
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We have already set fo:Jt. Assume that we have defined fi for O<-j<m-l
satisfying (i)-(iv). Choose some ball V(%,. By (ii) (since 4._r=e) there is some
set WcN containing.f*_r(V) and a lipeomorphism ry': W-R". There is also
a lipeomorphism g: V*1". Then rttof^_pe-L: In*Rn is an embedding which
is locally bilipschitz at x(1" if f^_, is locally bilipschitz at <p-L(x)(V. Let C':
E(AV^(v{Wr: V(fi with i=m})). Then C'c01" and, by (i), {tof^_fe-r
is locally bilipschitz in C'. Therefore we may apply Theorem I and find an embedding

f*: I"*R" with the same boundary values as {tof-_roE-L that is PL in intl'
and locally bilipschitz in C'. Therefore fi:[-,"f*oE: V*N is locally bilip-
schitz in v {Wv,nV: Y'Cfi with j<m\vintV.

We choose such a mapping f[: V*N for each y(n. Now we can define

if xQV€'%,
otherwise.

Since for each V€'t,, fil0V:f^-rlAY, f^ is a homeomorphism M*N. Let
VQ'/- andlet x€\Va(v{Wr: V€fi with j=m\). Thenf^-, is locally bilipschitz
at x, as is f-lY. Therefore, since '/r is locally finite, f^ is locally Lipschitz at x.
Since fi-.(åV) has a local LIP iollar at f^-r(x), also f;t is locally Lipschitz at

f-_r(*):f^(x). Thusfi is locally bilipschitz in v{W; V€4, j=m}.We have
shown thatf^ satisfies (i). Clearly, it satisfies (iii), (iv), and, by (5), also (ii).

Consider the function g:fr. Since (ul')aC:$ and. fi:f, we have by
(iv) glC:f|C. By (i), g is a lipeomorphism M*N. By (iii) and (l), d(s@),

"f(x))=r(r) for x€M- Thus g is the lipeomorphism M*N sought for.

10. Proof of Theorem 3. We first show that we may assume "/l/'\X to be a

LIP embedding where X:{x801": /is not locally bilipschitz at x}. Then X is a
closed subset of \In.

Let ,4:å/n\X and let U be an open subset of 1' containing ,4 such that flU is
a lipeomorphism Utf(U) and let CcU be a closed neighbourhood of ,4 in
1'\X. We regard int 1' and f(int I') as LlP-manifolds, the LlP-structures being
those of open submanifolds of Ä'. Let e': intl'*(0, tl2) be a conrinuous I'unction
such that if h: intl'*N is a continuous function and ll/z(x)-/(x)ll<e'(x) for
x(intl", then we can extend h to a continuous function I'*Rn by setting
hlDI":fl|I". Now we can apply Theorern 2 with the substitutions

M*intI", ltl*f(tntI'), U-U nintln, C* C aintI", s+E'.
Let g': ifiln*f(int1') be the lipeomorphism obtained. Then we can extend g'
to a continuous map gz In+ftn by setting gl\I":fl\I". But then g must be an
embedding I"*N such that CII'\X is a LIP embedding. Clearly, if/* is the
map given by Theorem 3 with substitutions e-el2 arrd f*g, then f* satisfies the
couditions of Theorem 3 also with respect to the originalf arrd e.

We now assume that /11'\X is a lipeomorphism onto /(1'\X). As in the
proof of Theorem 1, we can assume that X is contained in some face F of /o, other-

f*(x): {'Å1,'n,

r43
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wise either X:\In and there is nothing to prove in addition to Theorem l, or
we can replace / by another map. Let Mo= Mr: ... be the sequence of the lemma

of Section 7 where we replace C by X. Then bilip (/lU (}1,\lZ,*r))=- for i =0.
Let M':Ur=ocl(Mri\Mri+J and let M":Ui=ocl(Mr,+r\Mr,*r)' Then

/'\X:M'u M". Let e,>0 be given for i:0,2,4, .... We can now apply sep-

arately to each subset cl (Mr\Mrr+J of M' the method of [5] in 2.10 and 2.ll
using (v) of the lemma of Section 7 to obtain a map f': M'- N such that

(i) /'lcl (Mn)',Mrr*r) is a LIP embedding, i = 0,

(ir) ll"f'(x)-f (x)ll = er).n iI x€Q€K and Qc cl (Mr\Mrr*J, i = O,

(iii) f'lM' n 01" : flM' ^ 01",

(iv) f'lM'n int /" is PL,

(v) If f = 0, {faf'oolzt" n antM':Q<Klcl(Mrr*NMrr*r)} is fi.nite.

If the e,'s are suitably chosen, f is an embedding. Again, given a,>0, i:1,3,...,
and assuming that e,:s, r:0,2,..., are sufficiently small, we can find as above,

using (vi) of the lemma of Section 7, a map f" i M" * Ro that satisfies conditions

similar to (i)-(iv) and such that f' and f" together define a LIP embedding

fo: M'vM":1'\X*Rn (resembling the construction of fi in the proof of
Theorem 1). If e,rQ sufficiently fast as 1*o, wo can extend fo to an embedding

f*: I"*Ro with the desired properties.
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